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Abstract
The ongoing resistance to antibiotics constraints the research activity to design and develop new molecules, intended to
overcome these necessities. In the current study, a series of organic compounds have been investigated for their properties,
correlated to the potential of crossing biological membranes, consequently targeting a specific protein that would trigger an
infectious disease in the body. On the matter, quantitative structure – activity relationship (QSAR) properties and molecular
docking studies have been carried out for seven thiourea derivatives. The highly promising compounds have been nominated
by software that ascertain if a specific molecule has an intended behaviour in the internal medium of the organism.

Rezumat
Rezistența continuă la antibiotice constrânge activitatea de cercetare spre dezvoltarea și proiectarea de noi molecule, menite
să depășească aceste necesități. În studiul actual au fost investigate proprietățile unei serii de compuși organici, aceste
proprietăți fiind corelate cu potențialul de traversare prin membranele biologice și, în final, cu țintirea unei proteine
responsabile de instalarea infecției. În acest sens, proprietățile QSAR și studiile de andocare moleculară au fost efectuate
pentru șapte derivați ai tioureei. Cei mai promițători compuși au fost selectați prin intermediul unor programe software,
capabile să determine dacă o anumită moleculă are un comportament specific în mediul intern al organismului.
Keywords: thiourea, benzamides, molecular docking, QSAR

activities in the stage of drug design. Acting in this
way, the chemical compounds are prioritized in terms
of their properties and potential biological desired
effects [11]. Practically, while a high number of
candidates could seem to be promising in their in
silico studies, QSAR model contributes through
emphasizing the quality of the molecules and only
the noteworthy ones pass to the in vivo research,
discarding a significant part of the time consuming
phase of the entire study. The central principle stands
in the fact that the dissimilarity in chemical structures
imprint a different biological effect [42].
Along with the benefits which imply the alteration
of the time-consuming part in the development and
identification of fingerprints of a new chemical
compound, QSAR comes with plenty other attributes.
The computational study is successfully used in
determining not only the chemical activity of a molecule,
but also the toxicological side imprinted. The efficiency
with respect to human health and animal protection is
uncountable. The concept of linking computer science
with biological activity brings in light the safety of the
compounds and their benefits or side effects. QSAR
is interpreted as a reliable source to estimate the
potential danger of chemicals worldwide, including
pesticides, cosmetics, food additives [23, 37].

Introduction
It is widely known that modern approaches in terms
of QSAR research began in the 1960s. Long before,
scientists used to make predictions and bridge together
the physical and chemical properties of studied
molecules, biological activities, and lipids - water
partition [9]. The beginnings of QSAR analysis are
based on the questions raised regarding why a particular
substance is more efficient than another, why a
compound has a higher level of toxicity and what
exactly determines a molecule to cross membranes
and exert its pharmacological effect.
Nowadays, QSAR is defined as the computational
or mathematical modelling method which links the
chemical structure of a specific studied compound or
series of compounds to their pharmacological activity.
The molecular behaviour is anticipated quantitatively
by logarithms able to foresee the path of absorption,
distribution, metabolism, elimination, and toxicity
(ADMET) [21].
By coming up with a strategy to link the chemical
structure to the biological activity of a molecule, the
conveniences are high. The computational modelling
reduces the number of chemical candidates to be
tested in in vivo studies, by predicting their biological
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The analytical tools provide a means to identify,
predict and inform over the toxicity of the analysed
products and thereby avoid the need to perform further
tests on animals. The studies label QSAR as a
fundamental strategy to reduce animal testing [39].
The biological activity disclosed through computer
science is assembled in the current work, considering
thiourea derivatives as chemical instruments. Thiourea
derivatives are mostly under deep research for their
applications in the medical field. Thiourea skeleton
is frequently encountered in medicinal chemistry for
its versatile applications as antibacterial [13, 14, 18,
40], antifungal [7, 25, 43, 45], antitumoral [1, 10],
antioxidant [6, 17], anti-inflammatory [38], antiepileptic [5, 41], anti-hypertensive [29, 30].
In the present study, a quantitative structure-activity
relationship (QSAR) study was performed on a
series of thiourea derivatives, structurally designed,
taking into consideration moiety characteristics.
The most promising compounds were selected via
software able to figure out the behaviour of a specific
molecule in the internal medium of the organism. The
activity of the compounds was found to be correlated
to their hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties, along
with the functional groups consisting in the molecules,
which imprint a particular potential effect while crossing
internal biological membranes of the body.

Waals radii, the free surface area and volume of the
atoms is calculated.
For molecular docking study, CLC Drug Discovery
Workbench (QIAGEN Aarhus, Silkeborgvej 2, Prismet
8000, Aarhus C, Denmark) has been used. The scores
and hydrogen bonds formed with the amino acids
from interaction groups are used to predict bonding
models, affinities, and the orientation of the docked
compound on the active site of receptor protein.
To carry out the molecular docking studies, a succession
of steps has been followed. Firstly, the target proteins
have been imported from Protein Data Bank (chain
A has been selected for Escherichia coli DNA gyrase,
and chain B has been selected for Staphylococcus
aureus). The co-crystallized natural ligand has been
extracted, followed by the validation of the binding
site of the ligand on the target protein. Afterwards,
an interaction group has been created implying the
amino acids in the binding site. The ligands were
designed with the aid of Spartan 14 software, their
optimization in terms of structure being led after the
conversion from 3D model to 2D model. The actual
state of the ligands permitted their docking validation.
Eventually, the hydrogen bonds created among every
ligand and the present amino acids in the binding
site have been revealed. The molecular properties
of the studied compounds were also generated.
The result of the docking study is described as a
docking score, which should be interpreted as a
Materials and Methods
measure of biological activity for every ligand
Computational chemistry applications in the current
involved in the study.
study
Chemical tools in the present work. A series of new
The molecular surface properties are achieved using
chemical compounds, thiourea derivatives (referred
Spartan 14 (developed by Wavefunction, Inc. & Q-Chem)
to as A.01 - A.07, Table I) were evaluated for their
analysis, based on Density Functional algorithm, for
QSAR properties and the potential affinity for a target
equilibrium energy, at ground state: DFT B3LYP
protein. In the table hereafter, the structures chemically
method, basic set 6-31G*. CPK models generate 3derived from 2-((4-methoxyphenoxy)methyl)-N-(heteroD conformation and through a series of Van der
arylcarbamothioyl)benzamides are filled.
Table I
Chemical compounds A.01 - A.07 undergoing the present study
Structure A.01

Structure A.04

Structure A.02

Structure A.05

Structure A.06
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Structure A.03

Structure A.07
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polarizability, energy, with the intention to create a
precise visualization about the molecule capacity of
cutting across the biological membranes, on its way
to a specific receptor. Table II consists of information
about molecular structure properties generated with
the aid of the mentioned software, in relationship with
the activity of the chemicals.

Results and Discussion
Molecular properties linked with potential in vivo
influence
Besides shaping an organic molecule, the basic functions
of Spartan 14 software application is to serve a sensible
molecular modelling, based on calculations and forecast.
The software provides information about several
properties, such as area, volume, PSA, ovality, logP,

Table II
QSAR properties generated for the chemical compounds A.01 - A.07, with the aid of Spartan 14 software
QSAR
Compound Compound
property type
A.01
A.02
Area, Å2
403.33
454.63
Volume, Å3
378.27
430.34
PSA, Å2
52.286
52.663
Ovality
1.59
1.65
Log P*
1.20
0.56
Polarizability
71.26
75.50
Energy, au
-1920.54281 -2074.18384

Compound
A.03
412.94
390.28
44.926
1.60
0.84
72.22
-1599.79698

Compound
A.04
433.76
408.77
45.129
1.63
0.46
73.71
-1639.11862

Compound
A.05
428.63
403.98
44.854
1.62
0.70
73.37
-2059.38897

Compound
A.06
451.67
426.42
43.483
1.65
1.11
75.22
-6746.35032

Compound
A.07
407.93
383.85
52.912
1.60
0.55
71.73
-1615.84040

* LogP values are calculated through the algorithm provided by Spartan 14 software, the method of Ghose, Pritchett and Crippen

The term polar surface area (PSA) in connection with
the prediction for absorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion and toxicology of a substance was firstly
mentioned in 1992, by van de Waterbeemd and Kansy
[8, 44].
In the cited work, there was research over the
hydrogen - bonding role in the prediction of blood brain - barrier (BBB) penetration. Following some
publications related to the quantitative structure activity relationship, the polar surface area is usually
defined as the sum of the surface area due to oxygen
and nitrogen atoms, along with the hydrogen atoms
attached to the oxygen and nitrogen atoms [31, 32].
Estimation regarding the molecular transport, intestinal
absorption and penetration of BBB can be yielded
with the aid of PSA calculation.
In some studies which correlate the in silico outcomes
with the experimental results, the following conclusions
were traced with respect to the values generated for
PSA and the experimental activity of the studied
molecules. While exploring a series of spleen tyrosine
kinase inhibitors [22], the compounds imprinted reduced
activity in the cellular assays; also, the typical PSA
values were around 110 Å2. The study implies that for
PSA values less than 110 Å2, a favourable cellular
penetration is obtained. Moreover, a work evaluating
the cell potency of indolyl-quinolinone inhibitors of
checkpoint kinase 1, revealed that a PSA over 100 Å2
leads to poor cell potency [16].
Considering the PSA significance, Kelder et al.
classified the drugs in central nervous system (CNS)
and non-central nervous system (non-CNS) oral drugs
[19]. The authors conclude through their work that
compounds designed for oral intake and transported
passively in transcellular route, should not exhibit
PSA > 120 Å2. To have a BBB penetration, the drugs
should register PSA values lower than 60 - 70 Å2 [2].

Further, there was an obvious finding that to pass the
brain barrier, a molecule needs to be characterized
by a small PSA. BBB is composed of endothelial cell
monolayer, which forms a barrier more crammed than
the epithelial cell barrier of the intestine [3, 34].
With the intention of enforcing the scientific previous
publications in the current work, each of the studied
chemical compounds (structures A.01 - A.07) reveal
satisfactory PSA, with values smaller than 60 Å2.
The PSA outcome of the molecules would make
them suitable candidates for passive transmembrane
permeability. According to their PSA, the compounds
should be absorbed more than 90 percent.
Another molecular descriptor generated by QSAR
models is the permeability coefficient logP. LogP is
defined as the partition coefficient between octanol
and water, and can be of highly use in different areas,
while intending to characterize a chemical structure.
In fact, the partition coefficient could predict the
distribution of an uncharged compound between two
immiscible phases (lipid and water) brought in contact.
Its applications are wide: literature elevates the
contribution of logP in skin penetration [12]; the
solubility of a molecule can be deduced based on
partition coefficient values [36], Lipinski’s rule implies
logP as one of fundamental parameters to evaluate the
likelihood of a substance to become pharmacologically
active drug product [27]. Moreover, the partition
coefficient has a contribution in terms of toxicity of
the analysed molecule over the environment. The
descriptor would anticipate whether the molecule could
be distributed in water and put in danger aquatic animals
[28, 35], or is able to put in guard the ecological
system, being absorbed in living tissues, plants, animals,
nature worldwide [4].
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Being a constant, the properties of the studied molecules
are interpreted through the values generated by QSAR
model [4].
Particularly referring to drug design, the Lipinski’s
rule sets a condition for oral administration of drug
substances, namely logP should be less than 5 for a
molecule to cross biological barriers. The values higher
than 5 lead to lipophilic compounds which tend to a
compromising bioavailability, with storage in fatty
tissue, and increasing risk of side effects.
In literature some esteems are provided for logP as
follows: a compound would pass brain barrier at
logP value of approximately 2 [15]; oral and intestinal
absorption are reached for 1.35 - 1.8 values, and sublingual absorption requires logP values higher than 5
[4].
As for the present new studied thiourea derivatives,
QSAR model generated logP values between 0.52 1.20. The compounds have an adequate lipophile
character, suggesting a promising bioavailability. Judging
after the amount obtained, the analysed drugs would
not accumulate in the fatty tissues and would not lead
to systemic toxicological effects. As for the range
stated in scientific literature above mentioned, each of
the analysed compounds correspond to the requirement
for central nervous system targeting. The current results
obtained for partition coefficient describe an appropriate
balance between lipophilic and hydrophilic characteristics,
and along with other parameters such as area, volume,
ovality, anticipate the properties of molecules, predict
the transport and bioavailability, and guide the entire
research to a high - yielding development.

Molecular docking studies
The docking study is described as a computational
method in which there is virtually suggested the
favourable interaction between two molecules. Namely,
there is a specific interaction between two entities,
where one entity is called receptor, and contains the
pockets that provide and create binding sites for the
second entity – the ligand [20, 33].
The program is intended to detect the regions in
which the ligand’s atoms would be complementary
in the receptor’s pocket. The regions selected are
represented through spheres. Every sphere is then
individually evaluated in terms of its geometry, to
estimate the grade of ligand fitting in the presumptive
binding site.
The docking studies were performed according to the
docking protocol described in a previous research
work [24].
After the match is completed, the next move is
optimizing the position of the ligand into the binding
site on the surface of the receptor. This follow-up
suggests a strong binding affinity when the hydrogen
bonds are created between ligand atoms and amino
acid residues of the receptor, and the presence of a
promising docking score.
Firstly, the ligand – protein complexes have been
realized based on E. coli DNA gyrase, taken from
Protein Data Bank. Further, the results of the docking
study are represented by docking scores and show the
presence of one or more hydrogen bonds with different
amino acids, depending on the formed complex. The
outcomes are presented in Table III, and the graphic
representation is also available hereafter.
Table III
The intermolecular interactions created among the docked molecules of ligand and the target protein 4DUH

Compound Score RMSD (Å)
-72.04
0.08
Cocrystallized
natural
ligand
RLIA301

A.01

-47.00

0.1

Interacting group
LYS 103:A, ALA 100:A, GLY 102:A,
GLY 101:A, ILE 94:A, PRO 79:A,
ILE 78:A, ARG 76:A, GLY 75:A,
THR 165:A, ASP 73:A, GLN 72:A,
VAL 71:A, VAL 167:A, GLU 50:A,
ASN 46:A, VAL 120:A, VAL 43:A,
ALA 47:A
HYS99:A, FHE104:A, ALA100:A,
LYS103:A, GLY101:A, GLY102:A,
ILE94:A, MET95:A, GLY119:A,
VAL120:A, VAL43:A, VAL71:A,
VAL167:A, ASN46:A, ALA47:A,
MET166:A, GLN:72:A, ASP73,
THR165, GLY50, ILE78, GLY77,
ARG76, ARG136, PRO79
(Figure 2)
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Hydrogen bounds
Bound length (Å)
O sp2(O12) – N sp2 from ARG136:A
3.069
O sp2 (O12) – N sp2 from ARG136:A
2.700
O sp2(O12) – N sp2 from ARG76:A
3.138
N sp3 (N13) – O sp2 from GLY101:A
3.146
H-O sp2 from ASP73:A
1.822
(Figure 1)
O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from ASN46:A
N sp2(N17) – O sp2 from GLY101:A
N sp2(N19) – O sp2 from GLY101:A
(Figure 3)

3.039
3.220
3.055
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Compound Score RMSD (Å)
Interacting group
-38.69
0.002 VAL71:A, GLN72:A, ASP73:A,
A.02
MET166:A, VAL167:A, THR165:A,
VAL73:A, ALA47:A, ASN46:A,
VAL120:A, GLU50:A, MET95:A,
LYS103:A, GLY102:A, GLY101:A,
ALA100:A, ILE94:A, ILE78:A,
ARG76:A, GLY76:A, PRO79:A,
ARG79:A
(Figure 4)
-46.55
0.007 ARG136, PRO79, GLY102, GLY101,
A.03
ALA100, LYS103, ILE94, ILE78,
ARG76, GLY77, GLU50, GLY75,
GLY164, THR165, ASP73, ALA47,
ASN46, VAL120, VAL167, VAL43,
VAL71
(Figure 6)
-38.00
0.003 MET95, VAL120, GLY119, ILE94,
A.04
HIS99, ALA100, GLY101, FHE104,
GLY102, LIS103, ALA53, GLY50,
ARG76, PRO79, ILE78, GLY77,
ARG136, ASN46, ALA47, ASP73,
THR165, GLN72, MET166, VAL43,
VAL71, VAL167
(Figure 8)
-47.26
0.002 VAL43, VAL71, GLN72, VAL147,
A.05
ALA47, ASN46, VAL120, ASP73,
MET166, THR165, GLY75, GLU50,
MET95, ILE94, HIS99, LYS103,
ALA100, GLY102, GLY101, ILE78,
GLY77, ARG76, PRO79, ARG136
(Figure 10)
-46.87
0.04
HIS99, FHE104, ALA100, GLY119,
A.06
VAL120, LIS103, GLY102, GLY101,
ILE94, MET95, ASN46, VAL43,
VAL44, ALA47, GLU50, ILE78,
PRO79, ARG136, GLY77, THR165,
VAL167, VAL71, GLN72, ASP73,
MET166, ARG76
(Figure 12)
-46.33
0.006 ARG136, PRO79, GLY77, ARG76,
A.07
ILE78, ILE94, GLY101, GLY102,
ALA100, LYS103, GLY75, THR165,
GLU50, ASP73, VAL167, VAL71,
VAL43, ALA47, ASN46, VAL120,
GLY119,
(Figure 14)

The docking studies revealed that the docking score
of all ligands are smaller than the docking score of
the co-crystallized (docking score -72.04; RMSD:
0.08 Å). The co-crystallized (RLIA301) creates five
hydrogen bonds: 3 bonds with ARG136:A (3.069 Å,
2.700 Å, 3.138 Å), one bond with GLY101:A (3.146 Å)
and one with ASP73:A (1.822 Å) (Figure 1). The
docking score of the studied compounds decreases in
order: compound A.05 (docking score -47.26; RMSD:
0.002 Å) > compound A.01 (docking score: -47.00;
RMSD: 0.10 Å) > compound A.06 (docking score:
-46.87; RMSD: 0.04 Å) > compound A.03 (docking
score: -46.55; RMSD: 0.007 Å) > compound A.07
(docking score -46.33, RMSD: 0.006 Å) > compound

Hydrogen bounds
Bound length (Å)
O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from ASN46:A
3.366
O sp2(O21) – N sp3 from LYS103:A
3.196
N sp2(N23) – N sp2 from ARG76:A
3.134
N sp2(N23) – N sp2 from ARG76:A
3.212
N sp2(N23) – N sp2 from ARG136:A
3.201
(Figure 5)

O sp3(O14) – N sp2 from ARG76:A
N sp2(N19) – O sp3 from THR165:A
N sp2(N19) – O sp2 from ASP73:A
(Figure 7)

3.078
3.218
3.086

O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from ASN46:A
N sp2(N24) – N sp2 from ARG76:A
(Figure 9)

3.062
2.980

O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from ASN46:A
N sp2(N19) – N sp2 from GLY77:A
(Figure 11)

2.91
3.080

O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from ASN46:A
(Figure 13)

2.873

O sp3(O14) – N sp2 from ARG76:A
N sp2(N19) – O sp3 from THR165:A
N sp2(N19) – O sp2 from ASP73:A
(Figure 15)

3.241
3.284
3.228

A.02 (docking score: -38.69; RMSD: 0.002 Å) >
compound A.04 (docking score: -38.00; RMSD: 0.003
Å) (Table III). The compound A.05, while revealing
the better docking score, shows the occurrence of
two hydrogen bonds with ASN 46:A (2.910 Å) and
with GLY 77:A (3.080 Å) (Figure 11). It was observed
that the compound A.01 shows the occurrence of
three hydrogen bonds with ASN46:A (3.039 Å) and
two bonds with GLY101:A (3.220 Å, 3.055 Å)
(Figure 3). According to the crystallographic data,
GLY101:A is one of the amino acids that plays an
important role in the stabilization the ligand–E. coli
DNA gyrase B complexes [46], and its orientation
is the same as of the co-crystallized
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Figure 5.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.02
and amino acids: ASN46, ARG76, LYS103 and
ARG136

Figure 1.
Hydrogen bonds between the residues of the ARG136,
ARG76, GLT101 and ASP73, and the co-crystallized

Figure 6.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.03

Figure 2.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.01

Figure 7.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.03
and amino acids: ASP73, ARG76 and THR165

Figure 3.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.01
and amino acids: ASN46 and GLY101

Figure 8.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.04

Figure 4.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.02
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Figure 13.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.06
and amino acid: ASN46

Figure 9.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.04
and amino acids: ASN46 and ARG76

Figure 14.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.07

Figure 10.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.05

Figure 15.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.07
and amino acids: ASP73, ARG76 and THR165

Figure 11.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.05
and amino acids: ASN46 and GLY77

Figure 12.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.06

Figure 16.
The docking score obtained for the docked
molecules of ligands and the target protein 4DUH
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Moreover, the ligand – protein complexes have been
also realized based on Staphylococcus aureus DNA
gyrase, taken from Protein Data Bank.
The docking studies were performed according to the
docking protocol described in a previous research
work [26].
The molecular docking study expressed as docking
score and the emphasized hydrogen bonds among tested
ligands and proteins are listed in the Table IV.

As mentioned, the compound A.05 registers the highest
docking score (-47.26) in the series of the studied
compounds (in Figure 16, the obtained docking scores
are summarized). The molecule contains a pyridine
moiety with a chlorine atom in para position. The
compound A.01 has a similar docking score to the
previous compound; it is chemically filled with the
heterocyclic moiety 1,3-thiazole and forms a hydrogen
bond with the same amino acid as the co-crystallized
natural ligand (GLY100:A).

Table IV
The list of intermolecular interactions between the ligand molecules docked with 2XCS (S. aureus DNA gyrase B,
chain F) using CLC Drug Discovery Workbench Software
Compound Score RMSD (Å)
Interacting group
-48.28
1.29
SER1084(B), ASP1083(B), MET1075(B),
CoVAL1071(B), MET1121(B), GLY1072(B),
crystallized
ALA1068(B), ARG1069(B), ARG1122(D),
RXV F 1021
MET1121(D), ALA1068(D), GLY1072(D),
MET1075(D), VAL1071(D), ASP1083(D).
-43.71
0.79
GLY1115; ASP1116; GLY1117; ALA1118;
A.01
ALA1120; ALA1119; ARG1122; MET1121;
GLN1095; VAL1091; TYR1087; ARG1092;
ASP1093; GLU1088; SER1084.
(Figure 18)
-43.59
1.98
GLU1088; SER1085; TYR1087; ALA1118;
A.02
ASP1083; ALA1119; SER1084, MET1121;
ALA1068; ARG1122; MET1121; ALA1120.
(Figure 20)
-41.10
1.36
GLY1115; GLY1117; ALA1119; ALA1118;
A.03
ALA1120; GLU1088; TYR1087; ALA1068;
ASP1083; SER1084; MET1121; MET1122.
(Figure 22)
A.04

-35.09

1.41

A.05

-37.20

1.66

A.06

-42.65

0.98

A.07

-42.68

0.41

Hydrogen bond
N sp2 (N21) - O sp2
from ASP1083(B)
(Figure 17)

Bond length (Å)
2.902

N sp2(N19) – O sp2
from GLU1088:B
N sp2(N17) – O sp2
from GLU1088:B
(Figure 19)
N sp2(N23) – N sp2
from ARG1122:B
(Figure 21)

3.156

N sp2(N19) – O sp2
from ALA1118:B
O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from
MET1121:B
(Figure 23)
ALA1068; ASP1083; TYR1087; SER1084; O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from
GLU1088; MET1121; ARG1122, ALA1120; MET 1121:B
ALA1119; ALA1118; GLY1117.
O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from
(Figure 24)
MET1121:B
O sp3(O7) – N sp2 from
ARG1122:B
(Figure 25)
ALA1068; ARG1122; ALA1120; ALA1119; N sp2(N24) – N sp2
GLY1117; ALA1118; MET1121; SER1084; from ARG1122:B
ASP1083; TYR1087; VAL1091; GLU1088. (Figure 27)
(Figure 26)
GLY1117; ALA1118; ALA1119; ALA1120; N sp2(N24) – N sp2
ARG1122; ALA1068; ASP1083; MET1121; from ARG1122:B
TYR1087; VAL1091; GLU1088.
O sp3(O14) – N sp2
(Figure 28)
from ALA1118:B
(Figure 29)
ALA1119; ALA1120; ARG1122; ALA1118; O sp2(O21) – N sp2
MET1121; SER1084; ASP1083; ALA1068; from ARG1122:B
TYR1087; GLU1088.
(Figure 31)
(Figure 30)

The atoms within the evaluated molecules are labelled automatically through Spartan 14 software
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2.722

3.035

3.265
3.122

2.894
2.823
3.158

3.310

3.046
3.336

2.722
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Figure 17.
The hydrogen bond between the amino acid residue
of the ASP1083(B) and the co-crystallized was
displayed in dashed lines [27]

Figure 21.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.02
and amino acid: ARG1122

Figure 18.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.01

Figure 22.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.03

Figure 23.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.03
and amino acids: ALA1118 and MET1121

Figure 19.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.01
and amino acid: GLU1088

Figure 24.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.04

Figure 20.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.02
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Figure 25.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.04
and amino acids: MET1121 and ARG 1122

Figure 29.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.06
and amino acids: ALA1118 and ARG1122

Figure 26.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.05

Figure 30.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.07

Figure 31.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.07
and amino acid: ARG1122

Figure 27.
Hydrogen bounds created between the ligand A.05
and amino acid: ARG1122

Figure 32.
The docking score obtained for the docked
molecules of ligands and the target protein 2XCS

Figure 28.
The group of interaction for the ligand A.06
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The docking studies revealed that the docking score
of all ligands are smaller than the docking score of
the co-crystallized (docking score -48.28; RMSD:
1.29 Å). The co-crystallized (RXV) creates one hydrogen
bond with ASP1083:B (2.902 Å), (Figure 17). The
docking score of the studied compounds decreases in
order: compound A.01 (docking score -43.71; RMSD:
0.79 Å) > compound A.02 (docking score: -43.59;
RMSD: 1.98 Å) > compound A.07 (docking score:
-42.68; RMSD: 0.41 Å) > compound A.06 (docking
score: -42.65; RMSD: 0.98 Å) > compound A.03
(docking score -41.10, RMSD: 1.36 Å) > compound
A.05 (docking score: -37.20; RMSD: 1.66 Å) > compound
A.04 (docking score: -35.09; RMSD: 1.41 Å) (Table
IV). The compound A.01, exhibiting the better docking
score, shows the occurrence of two hydrogen bonds
with GLU1088:B (3.156 Å, 2.722 Å) (Figure 19).
As shown in Figure 32, the compound A.01 exhibits
the highest docking score (-43.71) when being involved

in the docking study with the target protein 2XCS.
The compound A.01 includes the heterocyclic moiety
1,3-thiazole in its chemical structure, presumptively
contributing to the affinity for the site. The compound
A.02 is classified the second in terms of docking score
(-43.59); the compound also presents the heterocyclic
moiety along with an aromatic functional group.
With the aid of CLC Drug Discovery Workbench 2.4
software, a series of properties related to the tested
compounds have been assessed (Table V); among
them, the evaluation over Lipinski rules leads us to
a potential selection of promising biologically active
compounds, ruling out the structures which cause
Lipinski violations. It has been noticed that the
compounds A.01, A.03, A.04, A.05 and A.07 respect
Lipinski’s rule of five. For the compound A.02, there
is one Lipinski violation (log P > 5), and for the
compound A.06, there are two Lipinski violations
(Weight > 500 Daltons, and log P > 5).

Table V
The outcome of CLC Drug Discovery Workbench 2.4 software with respect to ligands A.01 - A.07 molecular properties
Property type
Atoms
Weight [Daltons]
Flexible bonds
Lipinski violations
Hydrogen donors
Hydrogen acceptors
LogP*

Compound Compound Compound Compound Compound Compound Compound
A.01
A.02
A.03
A.04
A.05
A.06
A.07
44
50
47
50
47
47
46
399.49
449.55
393.46
407.49
427.90
551.25
394.45
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
3.96
5.39
3.86
4.26
4.49
5.24
3.21

* LogP values are calculated through the algorithm provided by CLC Drug Discovery Workbench 2.4 software, namely XLOGP3-AA method

Each of the studied chemical compounds (structures
A.01 - A.07) reveal satisfactory PSA, with values
smaller than 60 A2, which makes them suitable
candidates for passive membrane permeability, with
more than 90 percent absorbance.
The compounds have a lipophilic character (positive
logP values), suggesting a promising bioavailability.
However, for compounds A.02 and A.06, CLC Drug
Discovery Workbench 2.4 software generates logP
values which do not follow Lipinski rules. On the
other hand, the compounds A.01, A.03, A.04, A.05
and A.07 do not register any Lipinski violations
(where Lipinski rules are set, as follows: molecular
weight of the molecule not greater than 500 Da not
more than 5 hydrogen donors, not more than 10
hydrogen acceptors, logP with values less than 5).
The molecular docking simulation of thiourea derivatives
on Staphylococcus aureus DNA gyrase and Escherichia
coli DNA gyrase has been carried out. All designed
structures have demonstrated a strong affinity with the
protein receptors, via H – binding and docking score.
After being docked to the target protein 4DUH, the
compound A.05 registered the highest docking score
(-47.26) in comparison with the other tested compounds.
The molecule contains a pyridine moiety with a chloride

atom in position 4. The compound A.01 has a similar
docking score; moreover, it is chemically designed
with the heterocyclic moiety 1,3-thiazole, and forms
a hydrogen bond with the same amino acid as the cocrystallized natural ligand (GLY 100:A). Furthermore,
the compound A.01 exhibits the highest docking score
when docked to the target protein 2XCS (-43.71),
close to the score given by the co-crystallised natural
ligand RXV. Its` chemical structure does not determine
any Lipinski violations and altogether could be a
promising tool for the evaluation of antimicrobial
activity.
Overall, the results lead to the conclusion that the
QSAR parameters generated by Spartan 14 software,
namely the predictions of substances permeability and
toxicity, calculation of binding energy and detection
of binding strength obtained with the aid of CLC
Drug Discovery Workbench, provide means to explore
the affinity of the tested designed molecules to the
selected proteins.
Conclusions
The evaluation of the data underlies the consensus
that the thiourea derivatives could be considered as
potential nominees for further research, targeting the
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